
Same old, same old..... [posted 20/08/11] 

If we've said it once, we've said it however many time the 'Holmboys have lost league games 
this season: if you don't bat your overs, winning games is very - VERY! - tricky.  And so, 

again, this proved the case at Glenpark today.  15 for 5 batting first on a perfectly decent 
wicket and quick outfield was, in addition, a new low.  After winning the toss and deciding to 

have first use, the chat pre-match was to be aware of Glenpark's opening bowlers - Sharma 

and McIntosh - in as much as they are a decent opening attack who move the ball around a 
bit.  Sadly, however, with stumps being re-arranged like deck chairs on the Titantic - i.e. 
never with any positive outcome! - and batters getting trapped LBW standing on the crease, 
15 for 5 it was, and quickly.  To recover to 125 all out wasn't the worst effort from this low-

point I guess, but even then the second pack of five wickets to fall were little better than the 
first.  Two run outs (!) and three more clean-bowled.  What's going on.  The home fielders 

didn't even have to use their hands to get rid off anyone!!  125 all out.  But as ever, and 

here's the frustration, despite the carnage, and the torrid start, the runs were gathered in 
around 30 overs.  So run-rate wasn't a problem, just application.  And let's be honest, a bity 

of technical skill.  Lexy top-scored with 37, and Amit and Elliott got into the 20s, Youngy 
being left stranded with another sheriff just to annoy him even more after having to pad up 

at all! 

  
Glenpark ultimately meandered home to the win in fairly straight-forward fashion, but not 

until they, too - with one exception - had demonstrated how not to bat.  The exception was 
Alex Baum who made an unbeaten, and unflustered, 48 to steer his side to the win.  Rusty 
grabbed the first three - of five - Glenpark wickets to fall, Lexy taking the other two.  But 
another defeat it was, and lessons still not being learned with the bat.  A quick look at the 

stat's table says everything that needs to be said about why the 'Holmboys can't win, and 
why so few are contending for places in the 'Loc side.  Application, better concentration and 
decision-making, and improved technical skill all needed chaps.  Over to you..... 

  
The season ends next Saturday with the visit of the Moorcroft Musketeers to Shawholm. 

  

Third defeat to Cambusdoon of the season! [posted 30/07/11] 
After two very close games against Ayr's Cambusdoon XI already this season - both defeats! - 

today, it was hoped, might be third-time-lucky.  It wasn't.  And, to be honest, pretty early in 
the visitors' run-chase, it didn't look like being either.  Chasing 170 to win after the 'Holmboys 
had posted 169 for 8 batting first, openers McLaughlin and Logan never looked in much 

bother after surviving some early scares.  McLaughlin in particular will look back on his 57 
and be glad at being dropped on just 4 early on, off Hari's bowling, whilst Logan should send 

umpire Jon Barnes a Christmas card for turning down all three of Doogie's leb-before 
appeals.  And what good appeals they were.  Whether they were out or not, who knows, but 
the appeals themselves were sensational!  After getting in, though, the openers, as noted, 
looked fairly untroubled.  A few balls went aerial, but in general they just pottered around in 

the middle hitting the bad balls, and keeping the scoreboard ticking over.  What price a 

partnership, eh?  They put on 100 for the first wicket before Logan was cleaned up by Rusty.  
This brought Calum Gordon to the middle and at this juncture it was like Ayr Under 18s had 

rocked up at Shawholm.  But the difference is we beat them!  Today it was Master Gordon's 
day though as he swung and bunted his way to 20, including a couple of lusty blows down 

the ground off Russ'.  But Rusty got his revenge when he cleaned the young whipper-snapper 
up too.  And Calmac would eventually be dismissed too, as he got a leading edge to a Hari' 
delivery, Doogie taking a good diving catch on the run at extra cover.  This brought veteran 
Davie Johnstone to the middle and the visitors' skipper calmly took his side to within a couple 
of the win.  Then fun and games.  Johnstone was deceived by another delivery from Rusty 
who took added his wicket to his haul, before Hari' trapped Baines leg-before first up, and 
Youngy ran out Nair without him facing a ball.  Chaos.  But with only 1 run needed when this 

nonsense was going on, it couldn't last.  And didn't.  A Lexy wide was enough to start the 
hand-shaking.  Defeat by four wickets.  But in all honesty after not taking the early chance, 
or getting the rub of early appeals, the result was foreseen. 

  



Looking back briefly on the 'Holmboys' innings, mention of Ahsan-Raza's 64.  Without it the 

169 posted would've been a far few less as the other batters continued the season's trait of 
getting in, then getting out.  Five batters into the teens, only Ahsan-Raza past 17.  

Partnerships.  Batting the full 50 overs was progress though.  Stage 2 of "Batting properly" is, 
however, batting in partnerships.  And, if possible, finding ways of keeping the scoreboard 

ticking over without waiting for big shots to bunt towards boundaries.  Two of the four 

batters who were caught will look back and wonder how on earth they hit rank bad balls 
straight to fielders.  Hari' and NJ can be excused; the former got a chest high full-toss that he 

top edged to be caught by Nair running towards the sightscreens, the latter got one that 
"popped", gloving it to slip.  Lexy hacking across the line of his first ball to see his stumps re-

arranged might need some explanation too, as might Doogie's big swoosh that saw him miss 
a straight one!  Watch and learn is the answer.  Think of the Cambusdoon innings in which 

most bad balls weren't swung at with the intention of hitting them into the Burrell Collection 

but were steered into gaps, and invariably hit on the ground.  Watch and learn.  Ahsan-
Raza's 64 came from 119 deliveries and included seven 4s.  But it also included 84 dot balls.  

That's a lot of dots.  And he wasn't alone.  Dot balls, the killer of scoreboard momentum.  
  

So three games versus Cambusdoon, three defeats.  Two games the 'Holmboys likely 
should've won, today's they never really gave themselves a chance of winning.  Mention of 
Rusty's "3 for" in closing though - 3 for 38 from his nine overs, a decent enough return.   

Next up for the side is a bye week on the 6th, before Albert Park visit on the 13th.   
  

'Holmboys lose in bad-tempered affair [posted 23/07/11] 
Now before anyone gets a little sanctimonious here, your reporter understands there was 

fault on both sides in this one.  But, the bottom line is that today's clash between the 
'Holmboys and Moorcroft at King George V Playing Field was a bad-tempered affair with 
accusations flying on all sides.  Bottom line is this ain't acceptable people.  And reports of 

'Holmboy players leaving early didn't please this scribe either - circumstances yet to be 
ascertained however.  To the match.... 

  

Batting first the home side quickly lost wickets.  Amit was the destroyer-in-chief as he started 
a spell - bowling second change - that'd accrue him a "4-for".  This to follow up his 

impressive bowling display at Langloan a fortnight ago.  Vijay was also in the wickets and 
accounted for openers Black (17) and Majeed (10).  With batters three, four and five 

contributing just 3 runs between them, the home side were in bit of difficulty.  And when 

number seven Hussein started his innings his side five down and staring at a low total.  
Ashfaq managed 19 batting at six, but number eight Khan was in-and-out having made just 

4.  Hussein therefore found himself with Saeed for company.  And at this juncture everything 
changed.  Including the player/umpire.  As appeals for LBWs and catches behind were turned 

down, the home run-rate was turned up.  Hussein and Saeed were particularly harsh on 
anything short, with Elliott and Saqib taking a bit of stick in short spells.  Doogie too, just off 
a 'plane from Sri Lanka, also took a bit of tap as his ten overs went for 62.  Vijay's (10-2-35-

2) and Amit's (10-3-25-4) figures were, by contrast, exemplary.  With 'Lexy bowling his ten 
overs for 34 runs too, the bowling unit, as a whole, did pretty well.  Hussein ended unbeaten 

on 65, and Saeed got to 50 before Vijay held on to a catch off Elliott's bowling.  207 all out 
with three balls of the fifty to go.  

  

As ever winning this one would be hugely helped if the guys used all their overs.  So when I 
tell you they batted less than 36 you might guess why defeat was the outcome.  We really 

have to understand that 50 overs is a long time and spending this with batters with bats in 
their paws in the middle is genuinely helpful in winning games!  As it was 165 was the 'board 

total when the last wicket fell.  And though it's disappointing to not use fourteen overs of 
your allocation, and to fall short in a run-chase, getting to 165 was no mean feat after the 

top order had collapsed to 35 for 5, after being 19 for 4.  Saeed with a "5-for" was the main 

wicket-taker for the home side, accounting for four of the top five.  Of which three were 
adjudged LBW it should be noted.  Of these Amit, after his "4-for", top-scored with 71.  Well 

batted, and a contender, along with Saeed, for the MOTM award.  Amit got bits-and-pieces of 



support from the middle order with the 'Holmboys getting into double figures.  But no-one 
could hang around and no meangingful partnership evolved.  And when Saif was last out, 
caught by Goodman, for 10, it was 165 all out.  A loss by 42 runs.  

  
A defeat, and as already noted, a few incidents to follow up on.  Those involved, get your 

answers ready.  Next week it's Cambusdoon at home.  Let's hope we bat our overs, and 

events pass altogether more uneventfully. 
  

Big win for the 'Holmboys [posted 09/07/11]  
Unbelievably it was hot and sunny in Coatbridge!  Unbelievably it was hot and sunny in 

Coatbridge.  There, I've said it,.....twice!  True, it really was.  And the game went as well as 
the weather!  True, it really did!!  The guys arrived at Langloan to find the wicket still covered 

- presumably to prevent it drying out!    And when the covers were rolled away the 
damage of Thursday's heavy rains was revealed.  Soft, mossy and ever-so-slightly damp.  But 

it was hot and sunny in Coatbridge!  Anyway Steve Foster tossed the coin, and Youngy 
guessed wrongly.  [Ed: what ever happened to 2010's 100% record?].  Winning the toss 

Foster invited the 'Holmboys to have a bat.  In fact there was a suggestion that whoever won 
the toss might invite their opponents to bat,....twice!  Knowing what a good score wouldn't 

be wasn't easy.  Throw in the deck being at one end of the square, and the outfield looking 

like it had been cut with Jimmy Blackburn's razor, and it really was anyone guess what would 
be a defendable total.  So the instruction was simple.  Bat the overs.  All 50.  

  
And so it turned out.  191 for 8 was posted.  The perfect score - everyone gets a bat bar the 

skipper.  He's delighted and the 'book squares!  Ideal.  And having watched the innings, 191 
was likely closer to 230 on a better deck, on a faster outfield.  Nicky had top-scored with 46 

batting at three, and had been given good support by Ahsan-Raza (20, playing the anchor 

role), Rosco and Saif (23 apiece), and a cameo 20 from sixteen balls from Vijay.  Oh, and 45 
extras helped.  191 for 8 it was.  192 the home side's target.   

  
In the reply Lexy opened with Vijay.  Alex bowled agressively though struggled with his 
footing, whilst Vijay nagged away on a line and length, his away-swingers causing the home 

side openers Fosters and Hamilton to play cautiously.  Hamilton was, as ever, commentating 
his way through the game, whilst Steve Foster tried to be the agressor.  Both openers would 

depart trapped LBW - a wicket each for Vijay and Nicky, the latter having replaced Lexy at 
the golf course end.  Hamilton would only be the first of three scalps for Vijay though, whilst 

Nicky getting Foster's wicket would also be only the first of his "3-for".  But both were out-

done by Amit who, on his bowling debut for the side [Ed: credit the skipper!], grabbed a "4-
for".  His leggies caused chaos in the batters' minds off the "interesting" wicket, and none 

were able to resist having a go at them.  He grabbed a caught and bowled himself, was 
grateful to Muscles and Elliott for grabs in the outfield, and then cleaned up last man Qasim 

to seal the win.  5.1-0-27-4.  Well bowled.   
  

So a good win, and it kinda shows what batting your overs can achieve.  Next week it's 

Glenpark at home.  
  

Partick romp home to the win [posted 02/07/11]  
With the Jayaratnes in Sri Lanka, Rusty back in the City of Discovery, Waleed not available, 

NJ elevated to the NVT Poloc side and Youngy required for scoring (!!!) duties in Edinburgh, it 
was a much-changed 'Holmboys side that took to the paddock to take on Partick at 
Shawholm today.  The visitors to Shawholm won the toss and the boys were batting.  Skipper 

Kayani opened with Saif, but Saif's recent tough trot continued when he was cleaned up by 
Singh without scoring.  5 for 1.  This became 41 for 2 as Ahsan-Rasa Alvi's long-delayed 

SNCL Reserve League debut finally got underway, but ended with him being LBW to 
Cameron.  [Ed: I'll bet he played too early!]  41 for 2 then became 78 for 3 and 80 for 4 as a 

couple of quick wickets saw Aamir and, then, Amit sent back to the clubhouse.  Aamir's 37 

would be his side's top score on the day as - again - no batter "went on" and converted a 
"nice 20 or so" into a potentially match-winning 60, 70 or 80.  And there'd be more than just 



Aamir this would apply to.  Lexy got to 22 before an attempted "Dil' scoop" saw him 

dismissed,.....LBW!  Hari's also got to 32 before he was stumped, and Cammy Armour, in at 
nine, made 20 before he, too, departed.  Four batters past 20, no-one past 37.  And 159 was 

all the guys mustered in the final analysis as Singh finished the innings with a hat-trick.  
Usman and Rosco being numbers two and three after Cammy had been cleaned up.  If Saif's 

on a bad trot, spare a thought for Rosco!  
  
160 to win.  Hardly the world's toughest challenge, and only ever defendable with luck and 

good bowling.  'The 'Holmboys got neither in the second innings.  Despite taking three 
wickets,, two for The Professor, the boys bowled and fielded poorly.  Only 28 overs were 
needed as Partick's batters "made hay" in the sunshine.  Singh added to his "5-for" with an 
unbeaten 55, and Moras was unbeaten when the winning post was passed, with 43 to his 

name. 

  
So another league defeat - how odd given the success the boys have enjoyed in the cup.  

Next up it's Langloan at,.....Langloan.  A win can't be far away.  But we'll have use our overs, 
see batters get past 40, and bowl better!  Easy then,.....  
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Western Cup group stages finish with a win [posted 08/06/11]  

Tonight saw the Western Cup group stages finish off with a thumping win down at Belsland.  
Batting first after Youngy won the toss, and despite Aamir and Josh going cheaply at the top 

of the order, the 'Holmboys posted a target of alnmost seven-an-over (135 for 6).  The big 
total came courtesy of an important third-wicket stand between Hari' (37) and Lexy (48) that 
saw a nice acceleration of the run-rate as it went on.  Throw in a cameo unbeaten 15 from 

Waleed and contributions from Rusty, Maddy and Doogie, and 135 it was.  Then in ther reply 
the bowlers got right on top. Astonishly Killie started their innings by losing three wickets 
before a run was on the' boar, that man Scott creating havoc with the new ball.  Lexy found 



good line as he disturbed the timbers of quite a few home batters, and he was well backed 

up by Maddy who opened at the other end.   
  

The other wicket takes were the other two bowlers used: Russell with one, and Elliott with a 
brace as he finished things off by trapping Jon Raine TBW,.....that's Thigh Before Wicket!  

Raine the Elder's dismissal was only one of a few quirky decisions in the second innings, 

among the more humourous being opener Rehman adjudicating on wides for himself, and 
instructing the player/umpire accordingly!  Mr Rehman might be better advised to 

concentrate on actually hitting the ball instead.    [Ed: does he have more than one 
shot?]  On an already chilly night, the draft caused by Rehman wafting his batting every 
delivery could've been done without!  

  
So a bit of a canter, but good for Alex to find rythym in his bowling, and spend some time in 

the middle.  Waleed again showed he's a useful addition with the bat.  The question is can he 

bat time?  Hari' showed good form again with the bat too, and the other bowlers all 
contributed.  

  
The Western Cup group stages are now done-and-dusted, the boys finished with a three and 

one record - it's now over to the cup organiser to see whether that's good enough to see the 

side go through.  
  

To repeat: if we don't bat the overs, we don't win the match [posted 04/06/11] 
It's this season's mantra.  But methinks, dear reader, it's still to register.  Chasing 179 to beat 

Nunholm down in Dumfries the 'Holmboys frustratingly fell 8 runs short of the win,.....with 
fifteen balls still to be bowled.  The technical term for this kind of thing is: aaaaarrrgghhh!  

And restricting the home side to 178 - bowling them out along the way - had been a good 

effort.  All the bowlers returned decent figures, all economical in the final analysis, with 
Doogie and Hari' returning "3-fors".  BUT,.....but there were still 45 extras in the Nunholm 

total, including a horrible 28 in wides and no balls.  So even tho' the boys' bowling figures 
were good, a few might've been very good if only fewer "freebies" had been handed out.  
And, as we always say, this excludes the runs scored off the extra balls.  In effect Nunholm 

scored 178 off 52.5 overs and not 49.4.  So frustrating.  Then there were a few grassed 
catches - none easy to be fair, but still important in a close game.  Two went through slip 

fielders' hands, and Rusty missed a tough caught and bowled chance.  Throw in a couple of 
mis-fields and when you lose by 7 runs you can see that pretty much all the guys, 

individually, could've done something to have changed the result of this one.  And we've not 

started talking about the batting yes. 
  

Before the second innings the message was simple.  Bat the overs and we win.  Build 
partnerships, and bat time.  9 for 1 wasn't the best start then, as Alex was dismissed in 

farcical circumstances.  Over two bowled by the wayward Telfer [Ed: how did he get a "3-
for"?!?] included five wides, before his second over saw him bowl Lexy off an airborne back 
pad as Alex tried to flick yet another leg-side delivery.  Bizarre.  From here things didn't really 

get much better from a "Looks like we'll win this one" point of view.  The best partnership 
mustered was just 31  - between Hari' and Elliott - ended when the latter just missed a 

straight one from Johnstone.  But there were other frustrating dismissals - Muscles wafted at 
a wide one, Doogie had a brainstorm and threw the kitchen sink at one only to get out 

caught, Waleed tamely chipped a return catch to Howard, and Rosco was run out after 
slipping halfway down the track.  Hmmmm.  And, maybe fittingly, the final wicket was the 
most bizarre.  Maddy and Youngy came together after Ross's run out and 31 was needed for 

the win.  Eight overs still remained to be bowled and so the win was still on.  By the end of 
over 47 the score had moved on to 170.  Over 48 then started, and a no ball, ball three, saw 

the scoreboard tick over to 171.  8 runs needed for the win, fifteen balls to come.  Then this 
season's strangest dismissal.  Telfer's delivery to Maddy is kept out, but the ball loops up and 
backwards towards the stumps.  Madushan hits the ball again, facing the third man 

boundary, and 'keeper Reed catches the ball after it's been hit twice.  Appeal.  The Shawholm 
umpire thinks it's an appeal for a catch, thinks the fielders are suggesting the ball didn't 



bounce between hits, and the decision goes Nunholm's way.  The 'keeper then later says he 

was appealing for a catch knowing it had bounced between hits, but thinking you could 
dismiss a batter if you caught a ball hit twice.  Other fielders appealing thought the batter 

was out just by virtue of him having hit the ball twice?!?  All very confusing.  The square-leg 
ump' wasn't involved, confusion reigned in the middle, but the decision had been made and 

as best we know the referral system doesn't yet exist in the Western Union.  Such is life 
without qualified ump's, and where players - on both sides - make genuine mistakes.  
  

So frustrating as said, and another single-digit runs defeat chasing an oppo' total.  The boys 
are now 0 and 4, when really 2 and 2 might better reflect their matches.  But, then again, if 

you don't use your overs..... 
 

That's better [posted 31/05/11]  

Marress were the visitors to the old ground tonight, and it was back to Western Cup action.  
After ump's Young and Duncan witnessed the toss, and with ERII's head staring back at the 

onlookers, Youngy decided to insert the oppo'.  Shrewd given fielding in the gathering gloom 
is never easy.  The bowling was opened by Lexy and Maddy.  Both found decent rythym and 

bowled their four-over spells straight through.  And by the time they were done, and eight 

overs showed on the 'board, it was 26 for 2.  Ingram and Shafiq were the departed batters, 
one scalp each for the opening bowlers.  The next eight overs were also bowled by just two 

bowlers: NJ continuing his good current form with a "3-for", and Vijay rolling his arm over 
from the scoreboard end.  Sixteen overs in, and 26 for 2 had advanced to 57 for 6, Vijay 

getting a wicket in addition to Nicky's three.  The end of the Marress innings saw Russ' and 
Youngy bowl a couple of overs each, and the same eager fielding and tight bowling 

continued.  81 was the final score as the tail scampered between the wickets and slapped a 

few boundaries.  Throw in 4 byes in the last over - Rosco?!? - and it was 82 to win for the 
'Holmboys.    
   
Doogie and Muscles opened the batting in the reply.  Both got themselves in, and though 

Aamir would be the first out for 26, they gave the side the base from where the side could 

push on and secure the win.  48 was on the 'board when Aamir was bowled by Ingram.  Hari' 
then came and went for a Webbed Feet Award entry, flicking a Cooney delivery to 
Mastebanane at mid-wicket, letting Waleed Adrees make his batting debut for the club.  After 
a big build up, the onlookung juniors and seniors at practice stopped to see how Waleed 

would go.  A nice maximum over cow suggested he was seeing the wee red sphere clearly 
enough and pleased the crowd.  From here things finished pretty quickly.  Doogie finished 33 
not out, Waleed 17 not out.  A sheriff to start with - always nice!  

  
So a good win that takes the guys to 2 and 1 in this round robin stage of the cup.  Next week 

the guys complete their section games with an away game at Killie.  A win there and they'll 
be "in the mix" for qualification.  Lose and they'll likely be out.  No pressure then!   

  

A shocker [posted 17/05/11] 
We were rubbish, and I'm hoping this report's as short as the match was.  Batting first after 

the usual trawl down the M77 - Youngy having won the toss - Adnan and Doogie opened up 
for the 'Holmboys.  Adnan was up-top after having expressed the desire to bat further up.  At 
1 for 0, and Ady out for a single in the third over, perchance Mr Z's ambition was a little 

ahead of his skills on this particular night.  Doogie then found himself with Vikas, on debut.  
But they weren't together for long as the former was run out.  15 for 2.  Then before you 

could say, what's up with that running between the wickets, Vikas had his second victim as 
NJ was left stranded at Vikas's end in the night's second run out shambles.  19 for 3.  And it 

was the ninth over!  Lexy in at five commented later he couldn't remember ever going in 
halfway through a T20 with less than 20 on the 'board!  So it was Lexy and Vikas,.....until 
that is Vikas - you guessed it - was run out!  Astonishing really.  24 for 4.  This total had 

increased to 33 when Lexy holed out to the home side's skipper Mitchell off Moon Man's 
bowling.  And adding to the farce on show this was the second catch Alex had chipped to 



Ross Mitchell - the first inexplicably being dropped, with Lexy already on his way to the 
pavilion, only to find himself being given a reprieve.  
  

Stuart Hunter in his Shawholm debut put on 23 with Elliott before he became the fourth run 
out victim of the match, leaving Josh Crawley a short time at the crease with EJ.  70 for 6 
was the scoreboard reading when the boys' twenty-over allocation was done-and-dusted.  A 

minor miracle really to get that many! 
  

In reply the Ayr guys simply wandered to their win.  Elliot Speirs was the only wicket the 
'Holmboys managed to get, Adnan holding on to a chance off Alex's bowling.  38 for 1.  

Speirs shouldn't be too upset though given his bowling figures on the night were: 4-4-0-1.  
Extraordinary.  Cambusdoon reached their target in the fourteenth over, Mitchell unbeaten on 

22 and Matt McClymont 14 not out.  

  
A thrashing.  Deserved. 

  
Titwood sneak the win [posted 14/05/11] 

At the end of the day it was the Dark Side that took the win points in the "wee" derby at 
Shawholm today.  The Titwood XI chased down 156 to beat the 'Holmboys in the 
SNCL Reserve League, reaching their target with a couple of overs to spare and having lost 

six wickets.  Their win owed much to some tight bowling on a tricky wicket, and then Imran 
Farid's 46 in their run-chase.  In the first dig, the home side's 155 all out - in a match 

reduced to 47 overs-a-side - was centered on 33 from Lexy and a couple of half-decent 
contributions from Maddy (24) and Rosco (20).  Throw in three other 'Holmboy batters 
getting into double figures and you can sense that, again, it was a case of players getting 

starts but not going on.  And as happened in the earlier two SNCL Reserve League matches - 
the narrow defeat to Cambusdoon, and the heavier defeat to Bothwell - the inability of one or 

two batters to make that crucial score, and others to put together meaningful partnerships, 
eventually cost the side dear.  25 or so more runs might've really made the difference in this 

one as the Toytown tourists were never really facing a run-rate that caused their batters to 
play "big" shots.  Instead, though they lost wickets at regular enough intervals, the Titwood 
batters - as a unit, and based around Farid's 46 - moved pretty steadily to their target.  And 

their win was achieved in the third last over, Scobie (10*) and Krishna (9*) the not out 
batters. 

  

For the 'Holmboys nearly all the bowlers had done their jobs, and the fielding - until very near 
the end - was more than satisfactory.  There were good grabs from Lexy, Muscles and Joe, 
and Vijay showed good composure in running out Fulton.  In fact only one catch was grassed 
- Nicky just failing to hold a high one-handed chance off his own bowling.  Aside Farid's 46, 

there was 26 from David Forsyth at six, and skipper Tim Hart made 21 opening.  Talking of 
Nicky, it's maybe worth noting he got through fifteen overs on the day, his 2 for 40 being a 

good return.  Vijay, too, returned good figures: 10-3-26-1 being more than good enough as 

his contribution to the collective bowling effort.  And the Titwood bowlers had bowled well 
too: much at it grieves [Ed: absolutely no pun intended!] this Webmaster, the Chief Darth 
was likely the pick of the storm troopers on show - his 10-3-16-4 were the standout figures 
on the day.  

  

So a third league defeat, but optimistic signs.  The Toytown boys will, of course, say they 
were missing a few players, and their side isn't as strong as last season.  But, nevertheless, 

the fact remains that this was a genuine game, competitive, played in good spirit, and by no 
means some kind of stroll in the park for the side that played four divisions above the 
'Holmboys last season.  And it's a positive - in a funny kind of way - that the disappointment 
felt post-match was because the win was there to be had, if only.....  If only the collective 

batting effort had been that wee bit better.  Heard it before, but it's true.  Back to practice 

chaps - let's make this week's net practice meaningful.      
  

Western Cup win [posted 04/05/11] 



Another beautiful night, another win for a 'Loc side at home.  After the 13s' win over the Dark 
Side on Monday night, it was the 'Holmboys' turn to take to the hallowed turf in their first 
home match of a new season.  And with a free weekend coming up this weekend, it was the 
'Holmboys' last chance of competitive cricket for around ten days.  St Ninian's were the 
opposition and the Western Cup was the competition.  

  

The Ayrshire side's skipper Kev' Lawler - fresh from his ton against the 'Dale at the weekend 

won the toss and decided his young side would have a bat.  Lawler 

opened with Ross Patterson, and it was the latter who was first to go as NJ deceived the 
Scotland Under 17 internationalist in the flight.  Bowled for 7.  It was an interesting over to 

get the first of his two wickets on the evening too: an eight-ball over that cost 12, but saw Mr 
Patterson sent back to the pavilion.  At the other end, Maddy Jayaratne had opened the 

bowling for the side - he'd return a tight spell of 4-0-16-0.  Other bowlers used were Russ', 
Youngy and Vijay.   And all found themselves bowling to Lawler who carried his bat for 58, 

and provided the basis for his side posting a respectable twenty-over total.  103 for 6 was 

said total.  Only one other visiting batter made it to double figures, James Pettigrew getting 
to 10 before being bowled by Russ'.  Another pleasing feature of the innings - and noting that 

ump's Dowdalls and McGregor were enforcing "tight wides" - was the relative absence of 
wides!  Only NJ, Russ' and Vijay bowled one.  And in Russ's case the two wides he bowled 
were 2 of only 9 runs leaked as he tied up the St Ninian's middle order.  

  
And mention of Alex Dowdalls prompts mention of an incident in the match - Doogie, keeping 
wicket on the night - was returning the ball to Youngy but got too much air on his throw.  
The result was the ball falling some way short of its target,.....right on umpire Dowdalls' 

head!  Ouch!!  After checking he was okay, and an apology from Doogie, Alex was able to 
continue.  But, as noted: ouch! 
  

In reply the 'Holmboys made light work of chasing down their target, reaching this inside 
fourteen overs.  Maddy was unbeaten on 57 at the end and had batted with four teammates: 

Muscles (12), Aftab (10), Hari' (7) and Russ' (7 not out).  So a first home match, and first win 
of the season.  All good.   

  

Only week two, but recurring flaws obvious [posted 30/04/11]  
After gifting 38 in extras in 36 overs to Cambusdoon a week ago, before then failing to bat 

their overs and losing by 6 runs, the 'Holmboys seem to have learned little in seven days as - 
batting first this time - scoring 196, but using just 39.1 overs, and then gifting a whopping 48 

in extras in only 29.5 overs, combined to see Bothwell romp to a thumping win in week two 

of the SNCL Reserve League.  And adding to frustration is that, on paper [Ed: and, of course, 
cricket's not played on paper!], the winning Uddingston CC side wasn't that strong.  Take out 

the impressive Makwana, and one or two others, and it was a side there to be beaten.  But 
winning any match when not using 20% of your overs and then gifting your oppo' almost 

25% of their runs, is going to be very, very, difficult.  Deep sigh.....   
  

But let's look for some positives shall we?  Scoring 196 inside 40 overs isn't horrible.  Scotty's 

unbeaten 77 was impressive, and came from only 65 balls.  There were also a couple of 
decent cameos from Russell on competitive debut (32) and Maddy (30).  But both should feel 
frustration that their cameos weren't more meaningful knocks.  Around these three innings 
there were also, however, some that should be forgotten - the three ducks being three 

obvious ones.  Aftab wafted at one outside his off stump, Vijay is still struggling with the 

difference in wickets between India and Scotland, and only Adnan can explain his big yahoo 
shot to a Tariq Din hand grenade that saw him bowled for 1.  Astonishing Mr Zahid!  And 

poor Rosco - last week run out standing out of his crease whilst batting with a runner, this 

week run out batting eleven, without facing a ball!     

  

Let's leave the batting then.  What of the second innings.  Well it started well is as good as 
we can say.  After ten overs the 'Holmboys' bowlers had eked out one of the home side's 



openers - Niall Macleod - and restricted their oppo' to under 30 runs.  Ideal.  But then not 

ideal.  Extra.  Extra.  Extra, after extra.  Astonishly every 'Holmboy bowler's first over 
included a wide, and there were 40 (!) bowled in total.  And goodness only knows what the 

total cost was of this waywardness - in other words adding in the runs scored off the extra 
deliveries bowled.  Another deep sigh.  The best of a bad bunch of bowling figures was likely 

Russell's 6-0-26-1, or maybe Hari's 4-0-21-0.  The rest are ugly.  Very.   
  
So two weeks in and two defeats.  Week one was a close one and maybe the closeness of 

the loss hid the underlying problems that reappeared so brazenly today - work to be done at 
practice this scribes thinks.  Some batters need to think more about the contexts they find 

when they get to the middle, and bat accordingly.  The bowlers meanwhile need to learn to 
bowl straight.  End of. 

  

'Holmboys lose out in thriller! [posted 23/04/11]  
The day started with rain pouring.  It could've ended with tears falling!  Such was the unlucky 

nature of the 'Holmboys late, late defeat to Cambusdoon in the boys' season-opening 
WDCU SNCL Reserve League match.  Getting back to the start then: the start was delayed 

with heavy rain still falling in Ayr when the boys arrived on site.  The ump's and skippers 

agreed the weather was to clear and, as predicted, a delayed start was possible - 36 overs a 
side, and a 2.45pm kick off.  "Play!" 

  
Muscles had lost the toss - standing in for Youngy who was scoring after drafting in Flanners 
to play after the home match with Renfrew fell victim to the weather.  His car was a much 
needed asset and worth forfeiting a place for!!  [Ed: longer version of said story available 

upon request!]  So it was the home side batting first.  And it was a brace of McCrossins that 

took to the middle to start things off for Cambusdoon.  For the 'Holmboys it was Maddy and 
Vijay that took the new ball.  And four balls in it was advantage Maddy as McCrossin, N saw 
his stumps rearranged.  From 0 for 1 the home side recovered however, and twenty-
something scores from Messrs. McCrossin, A, Mitchell and Borland saw them pass 57 for 2 

after 18 overs, and push on towards a respectable total.  And with wickets in hand there was 

no reason to panic.  The other factor at play was the 'Holmboys' generosity with extras.  
Astonishingly come the end of over 36 the guys had given Cambusdoon no fewer than 33 in 

wides and no balls.  And throwing in the 9 runs scored off the additional balls bowled, the 
boys' wayward bowling ended up contributing a whopping 42 to the eventual total of 149 for 

8.  Mitchell's 28 had been Cambusdoon's highest individual score, though coming off 80 balls 

it didn't particularly enhance his IPL auction value!   
  

149 for 8 was the eventual total posted, the last wickert falling on the last ball of the home 

side's 36-over allocation - Hari' cleaning up Luke Speirs.  Hari' finished with 2 for 32, with 
Maddy returning figures of 8-0-34-4.  Doogie's figures of 6-2-13-0 were, however, equally as 
important in restricting the Ayshire guys' score.  Worth noting too, what was a first for this 
scribe - Joe being hooked from the attack after delivering three beamers!  Fore!!  

  

150 to win.  Call it 4 an over.  Aamir and Nicky opened for the 'Holmboys and they got off to 
a great start.  Accepting the wides bowled by Cambusdoon with open arms, and scoring 

freely themselves, they'd put on 26 in just over five overs when the latter was bowled by 
Calum Gordon.  This brought Flanners to the middle and he'd play the main innings of the 

reply.  36 from 56 balls was a good holding knock that threatened to form the basis of a 

successful run-chase.  But when he was dismissed, caught by home side skipper Mitchell (one 
of two grabs he made) the score was 87 for 5 in the 23rd.  63 still needed off 13 overs - still 

around 4 an over or so.  And this remained the requirement despite wickets falling, and in 
part because of continuing generosity from their opponents.  If you thought the 'Holmboys 
had been generous gifting 33 in wides and no balls, they turned out to have been positively 
stingy as Cambusdoon sprayed the ball around to give up 38 in wides alone!  Ouchay!!  One 

over in particular summed up the second innings: Moon Man's seventh and final over.  2 
wides, wide, dot, wide, dot, three wides, wide, wicket, 1, dot, dot.  Bonkers.  And Doogie has 
to wonder why - after seing 8 added to the total without having to lay a bat on the red 



leather spherical object, why he chose to drain the half-track eighth delivery down Niall 

McCrossin's throat at deep mid-wicket.  Sigh.    

  
And so as over 34 started, 10 runs were needed and the second last pair were in the middle.  

And this pairing soon became the last pair and comprised Hari', who was batting nicely, and - 
after Joe was bowled ball one - Rosco who was batting with Doogie as runner after having 
had to come off injured in the first innings - Youngy came on as sub' fielder.  10 needed, one 
wicket left, eleven balls to come.  Then a wide.  9 to win, eleven balls left.  Dot.  Dot.  Dot.  9 

from eight.  Then another big wide - and the boys are off-and-running.  Ball down to third 

man.  As Doogie made it home for a second, it looked like it was - counting the wide - 6 from 
eight.  But then the ump's index finger's in the air???  Disaster!  Rosco was standing out of 
his ground with his runner safe - Cambusdoon's 'keeper, Gilbert, removes the bails.  
"Howzatt!!"  Out.  Game over.  Rosco run out.  143 all out, defeat by 6 runs.  
  

But let's be clear here people - no greater blame attaches to Ross than to all the others.  
From bowlers bowling wides, thru' miss-fielded balls, to cheap dismissals.  Win and lose as a 

team - and today, if only just, the boys just lost out.  Lessons to learn maybe, but still a 
decent first outing for a still-young side.  But here's the key: will the lessons be learned???     

 


